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Description

On multi-select tables, there's no easy way to select all items or unselect them all.

 

A proposal is to add a checkbox to the top-leftmost cell of the table:
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https://www.patternfly.org/v4/documentation/core/components/table


History

#1 - 09/09/2020 11:18 AM - Tatjana Dehler

Good idea!

I'm wondering how we can handle paginated results and datatables with more than one page. My first idea would be to have two checkboxes. One to

select all items on the current page and the second one to select all items on all pages.

#2 - 09/09/2020 11:59 AM - Ernesto Puerta

Tatjana Dehler wrote:

Good idea!

I'm wondering how we can handle paginated results and datatables with more than one page. My first idea would be to have two checkboxes.

One to select all items on the current page and the second one to select all items on all pages.

 

Thanks! I'd assume that when you click this checkbox you select what you see on screen, and not all items in subsequent pages. This would also be

consistent with the case where you apply some filter and click that checkbox: you select only the filtered results...

For the select-all items, I don't have a clear answer. I'll check in Patternfly to see how they're doing it.

#3 - 09/10/2020 09:11 AM - Tatjana Dehler

https://www.patternfly.org/v4/guidelines/bulk-selection/design-guidelines/#bulk-selection
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https://www.patternfly.org/v4/guidelines/bulk-selection/design-guidelines/#bulk-selection


#4 - 09/10/2020 11:53 AM - Ernesto Puerta

Thanks. That's the one: looks good!

#5 - 09/23/2020 02:40 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Parent task set to #47072

#6 - 10/08/2020 01:06 PM - Sebastian Krah

- Assignee set to Sebastian Krah

#7 - 01/04/2021 10:01 AM - Sebastian Krah

- Assignee deleted (Sebastian Krah)
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